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Practice Goal____________ 

Routine                         Date:             

Scales ____________             

Rhythms  _________             

Band Book ________             

Concert                            

Pieces_____________             

Listening___________             

Fun________________             

Other______________             

Practice Strategies Used this week (circle at least two): 
Isolation, Integration, Verbalize, Mental Practice, Analysis, Silent finger, Groupings, Rhythms, Articulations, Metronome, 

Interpretations, Record Yourself, Quality repetition, Memorize, Mirror. 

Reflection: 

Did you reach your goal this week? Y/N (circle one) 

Why/Why not?__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Questions/Concerns?_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Questions/Concerns?_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4 In addition to "3", wrote and completed a full routine 

3 Practiced 3+ Days, Used 2+ strategies, Had a goal, & Reflected on the goal 

2 Partially incomplete in meeting "3" requirements 

1 Made some attempt to practice and/or make a goal--mostly incomplete   
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Name_____________________ 

Monday Date:______________ 

Name_____________________ 

Monday Date:______________ 
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Pillars of Practicing: 
Regular Time- Pick a time you can plan on each day. 
Write it down, and tell someone. 
Regular place- Decide on a place that will be free 
from distractions and allow you to use the best 
posture and holding position. 
Practice routine- Make a checklist of important 
basics/music to practice each day, like scales, 
rhythms, method book, band music, solos, 
listening,and FUN! Make goals. 
 
Practice Strategies: 
Isolation- Focus only on one part that gives you 
trouble.  For example, say the rhythms while tapping 
your toe, sing or buzz your part, or airstream and 
finger the notes. 
Integration- After isolating a difficult part, add music 
before it or after it. Put it all together. 
Verbalize/Clap/Sing- Say, clap, or sing what you are 
practicing. 
Mental Practice- Audiate (hear the music in your 
head).  Choose practice strategies. 
Rhythms- Change the rhythm of your part to get used 
to changing notes at different speeds. 
Analysis- Before playing, examine the time signature, 
key signature, rhythms and  musical markings, then 
sight-read it. 
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Silent Finger Practice- Practice the fingerings 
without playing. Add airstream or singing. 
Metronome- Practice slowly and then gradually 
faster, using an audible beat. 
Interpretations- Choose three different ways you 
could play a passage using contrasting dynamics or 
articulations. 
Groupings- Experiment with which notes are 
connected and which are articulated. 
Articulations- Change articulations. Play all staccato 
or slurred. Play two staccato, two slurred (or 
opposite), Play one staccato, two slurred, etc. 
Record Yourself- Record yourself, then listen to the 
recording as you watch your printed part. 
Quality Repetition- Put five objects on one side of 
your stand. When you play the passage correctly, 
move one object to the other side of the stand.  When 
you play incorrectly, move an object back. When all 
objects are moved to the other side of your stand, you 
can move on to another passage. 
Memorize- Try playing your music from memory a 
little more each time you play it. 
Mirror- Watch your reflection to study posture, 
holding position, and embouchure. 
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